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IP-BOX IPBOX iPhone Password Unlock Tool

The IP-BOX iPhone Password Unlock Tool is used to brute force any forgotten 4 digit password on iPhone iOS 7.x.x. Simply
attach the device to the iPhone or iPad and it will give you the code within 6 seconds to 17 hours. You will then have full
access to your iPhone / iPad and all user data remains intact.
ATTENTION: IF IPHONE HAVE SET OPTION ERASE DATA AFTER 10 FAILED PASSCODE ATTEMPTS, THEN ALL DATA
WILL BE DELETED!

General Information:

Use the IP-BOX to crack the forgotten password on iPhone
Simply put the iPhone in a special call mode, and then attach this device and it will brute force the password on
iPhone
This can take time however depending on the password it is trying to crack, as it enters codes as follows:
- 0001
- 0002
- 0003
- 0004
- etcetera, until 9999
It takes approximately 6 seconds per try, so worse case scenario it can take up to 59994 seconds which is just over
16 and a half hours

How to use:

Access the Emergency Dialing interface and dial 112
Press home key to get back to interface "slide to unlock"
Press the bottom of keyboard
Slide the screen up to get to the calculator
Then there appear a green stripe on top of the screen, which will show “the line is busy now”

Press the green stripe indicate to get back to the calling interface. In the middle of the screen there is the address
book
Press the home key and address book simultaneously to access to infinite unlocked situation
Connect IP-BOX to the phone and move the Sensor to the screen, press the black key of the equipment to unlock

Note: If your iPhone battery runs out when cracking big password:

If your iPhone goes flat while trying to brute force the 4 digit password, the IP-BOX will also turn off
You can restart the process by charging up the iPhone and re-connecting the IP-BOX
But this time press the start button 2 times, and it will start the counter from where it left off from the earlier attempt

Video:

Set contents:
1 X IP-BOX (New Version 2 Cased and Updateable)
1 X iPhone 5 Cable
1 X iPhone 4 Cable
1 X Mini USB Cable
1 X Light Sensor Cable
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